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Dedicated products
and solutions for

Drill Rigs

Parker – Providing the Industry with
Complete System Solutions
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Dedication to Excellence

We’re Where You Are... Worldwide!
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Dedicated Products and Solutions for Drill Rigs
Store energy
Our complete range of CE approved
bladder and piston accumulators
maintains high pressure for safe braking
and manoeuvring. Greater system
efficiency and reduced pump sizes give
longer life, lower costs and an improved
operator environment.

Integrated functionality

Motors for traction-, slew-,
water- and mud pump drives, etc.

Parker Gear
Motors/Pumps

System manifold to be integrated with the main
valve in order to achieve function solutions in a
compact system.

Heavy duty fixed and variable piston motors featuring extensive speed ranges, small envelope
sizes, high starting torque, optimal efficiency, direct fan drives, etc. There is a wide range
of accessory valves, flushing-, relief- and brake valve blocks, etc. Frame sizes
from 5 to 250 cc/rev.

A wide range of heavy duty gear motors/pumps
for long, reliable service life in demanding
environments. Integrated functions for
priority, brake charging, unloading and
other value-added features.

Machine control
IQAN is an electronic, CAN-based system containing all
functions required for total system solutions. Built on software modules for power management, transmission control,
arm control, brakes, steering, external communication and
implements, etc. IQANdevelop and IQANdesign are excellent
tools for installation, start-up, diagnostics, fault-finding and
other user-friendly functions. IQAN interfaces to generic
CAN-buses such as J1939, CAN open, etc.

LS valves for drill rigs
A wide range of load sensing valves, fully pressure compensated. The
flexibility is unlimited, such as priority for important functions as well as
pressure control on each motor port, etc. Integrated function solutions
are available for constant feed force and feed control in relation to
torque, etc.

Stay tough on
tough jobs
A wide range of customized cylinders
with service-friendly designs,
damping and integrated valve
functions. Designed to
stay leak-proof during
a long service life.

Valves optimized for drill rigs
Directional control valves for open centre systems with features
like function optimized spools, low pressure drop and a number
of options including manual, hydraulic and electro-hydraulic
spool controls.

Quiet power

Ergonomic operation
A range of linear and joy-stick levers for pilot
control, adapted to the specific demands of drill
rig operation, recognized for good manoeuvring
capabilities. Options include multi-function
handles, mechanical and solenoid detents,
built-in brake release, etc.

Our range of variable piston pumps
have rigid housings and ripple chambers
which make the pumps quiet, generating
less flow- and pressure pulsations than
conventional pumps. High self-priming
speed capability and a unique port layout
makes this range of pumps the obvious
choice for modern machine designs.
All pumps are performance-matched to
form a good working team in our total
system concepts.

Added life
Parker filtration
philosophy helps to
add life-time and
reliability to your
machines. A wide
range of filters
covers all your
needs.

Leak-free connections
The Parker ‘‘Dry Technology” programme
offers a wide range of high performance
leak-free products: Tube fittings,
industrial and hydraulic rubber
hoses, thermoplastic hoses, quick
couplings, pneumatic tubes and
pneumatic fittings for maximum
security, protection and
good economy.

